
Simple Cloth Tote Bag 

Mary Williams-Norton 

    

                                  Examples:   

           Plain fabric bag with       Printed cotton fabric bags 

          Screen-printed designs 

Materials needed:  7/8 (0.875) yard of sturdy 44 inch wide 

fabric (heavy muslin, print cotton, poplin, light canvas, etc.), 

thread in coordinating color 

Equipment:  measuring tape or yard stick, scissors, sewing 

machine, thread 

Time:  One half hour or less from cutting to completion of 

sewing. 

1. Handles:  Cut a strip 5 inches wide and 44 inches long from 

the 27 inch X 44 inch piece of fabric. 
2.  Cut he 5 inch X 44 inch strip in half crosswise to yield 

the 2 strips for the bag’s handles. 
3. Fold a handle strip in half lengthwise: 

 

______________________________________________  fold edge 

 

 

 

------------------------------------------------  raw edges 

 

 



4. Fold the raw edge to the center: 

  

________________________________________________ fold edge 

 

------------------------------------------------- raw edges 

 

________________________________________________ outer edge 

 

5.  Fold again, bringing the fold edge close to the outer 

edge: 

_______________________________________________ far edge 

 

 

________________________________________________ fold edge 

_______________________________________________outer edge 

 

and stitch between far edge and fold edge as close to the 

fold edge as possible down the length of the handle piece, 

across the end, and back close to the  far edge (for 

symmetry and added strength).  With 6 thicknesses of 

fabric, the handles are quite strong. 

6. Repeat for second handle piece.  Set handle pieces aside. 

7. Body of the bag:  With wrong sides together, stitch along 

the selvage edges together (side of bag body) and across 

the bottom.  Note:  If the fabric has a design with a 

definite direction, be sure the design is pointing upward. 

8. Trim close to the seams, turn the bag wrong-side out, and 

stitch along the side and bottom again (French seam).  This 

prevents fraying as the bag is washed and used.  Add a 

“made-by” label by sewing it into the seam on the side of 

the bag. 

9. With right sides together, align about 3 inches of side and 

bottom seam with each other and sew across the triangle 

created at one corner of the bottom of the bag.  Repeat 

with the other corner, aligning bottom seam and side of 

bag.  This will create a flat section at the bottom of the 

bag to help keep a bag upright when filled with groceries, 

books, etc. and placed on a flat surface. 

10. Near the top of the bag, trim a section of the French seam 

for about 2 inches: 



 

-----------------------------  seam line 

                      |<- 

                   |  <- fabric trimmed away here   

___________________  <- 2” -> 

(not to scale) 

          

11. Fold over fabric along the top edge of the bag about 1 

inch, then fold again, then stitch close to the first fold 

fold to form hem at the top of the bag. 

12. Handle attachment: Pin one end of one handle to the inside 

of the bag top hem 1/3 of the width of the top of the bag 

from the seam and the other end 2/3 of the way from the 

seam.  The end of each handle should reach the bottom edge 

of the hem.  On the inside of the opposite side pin the 

second handle ends in corresponding positions.   

13. Stitching close to the top of the hem on the inside, stitch 

up to the first handle, across the handle forward, then 

diagonally down and backward to the bottom of the hem, then 

forward across the bottom of the handle at the lower hem 

edge, then diagonally backward and upward to the left edge 

of the handle at the upper hem edge.  The stitching pattern 

forms an X with stitching line above and below.  See the X 

pattern on the printed muslin bag in the illustration 

above. (If the sewing machine has a pattern stitch that 

sews double or triple stitches as it sews forward, use that 

for additional strength when making the X pattern.) 

14. Repeat the process to attach the other three handle ends to 

the bag.  Stitch all the way around the rest of the top hem 

to complete the bag. 

These bags make reusable alternatives to gift wrapping and the 

ideal alternative to paper or plastic bags for shopping.  They 

make great Hallowe’en trick-or-treat bags as well.  Bags silk-

screen printed with appropriate designs can be used as 

commemoratives for events or organizations and as potential 

fundraisers or receptacles for collecting items for donation.  

 


